Abstract. We study the properties of the a complete invariant of the analytic function of two variables with respect to the Lipschitz contact equivalence. This invariant is called pizza. We prove that the pizza of real analytic functions has some continuity properties.
the constant order is generic. The properties of the pizza of an analytic function follow from this.
Definitions and basic concepts
Consider the set of subanalytic arcs γ : [0, ǫ) → R 2 , such that γ(0) = 0. Unless othewise specified, we suppose that the arcs are parametrized by distance to origin, i.e., γ(t) = t.
Definition 2.1. Let f : γ → R be a subanalytic function. The Newton-Puiseux expansion of the function looks as follows:
f (γ(t)) = a 1 t α + o(t α ), α ∈ Q + , a 1 ∈ R * .
The value α is called the order of the function on γ. We use the notation ord γ f .
In the definition 2.1 we suppose that the function f is defined only on the arc γ. But this definition makes sense if the function is defined on a subanalytic set X, such that γ ⊂ X.
Definition 2.2. (order of tangency)
Let γ 1 and γ 2 be two subanalytic arcs. Define:
tord(γ 1 , γ 2 ) = ord γ γ 1 (t) − γ 2 (t) .
The arcs are called tangents if tord(γ 1 , γ 2 ) > 1. 
Definition 2.4.
A zone in the space of arcs is a subset such that for any Hölder triangle, defined by any two arcs from the zones we have the following property: Let γ is another arc such that the germ of γ at the origin belongs to the Hölder triangle. Then γ belongs to the zone.
Example 2.5.
(1) One arc is a zone. This zone are called special.
(2) Take any Hölder triangle, then all the arcs, belonging to the interior the triangle form a zone.
(3) The following set form a zone as well: Take all the arcs γ belong to the upper half-plane, such that tord(γ, L x ) > 2, where L x is the non-negative part of x-axis.
Let Z be a zone, we define the size of the zone as the infimum of tord(γ 1 , γ 2 ), where the arcs γ 1 and γ 2 belong to Z. We denote the size of Z by µ(Z).
Remark 2.6. We say that the size of a zone containing only a single arc is equal to infinity.
Definition 2.7. An arc γ is called a finitely presented arc when γ can be parametrized by a finite Puiseux expansion, i.e., γ(x) = (x, f (x)) (or γ(y) = (g(y), y)), where f (x) (resp. g(y)) is a finite Puiseux series.
Lemma 2.8. Let Z be a zone such that µ(Z) < ∞. Then, there exists a finitely presented arc, belonging to this zone.
Proof. Since µ(Z) < ∞, there exist a pair of arcs γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Z. By definition of zone, we have that γ ∈ Z, for all γ ⊂ T (γ 1 , γ 2 ). If tord(γ 1 , γ 2 ) = 1, then γ 1 and γ 2 are not tangent at 0. It means that there is a line l given by l(x) = (a, b)x, such that l ⊂ T (γ 1 , γ 2 ). Hence
Notice that l has a finite presentation. Consider the case where tord(γ 1 , γ 2 ) > 1. Then, γ 1 and γ 2 are tangents at 0. We can suppose that γ 1 and γ 2 are tangent to xaxes. Let γ 1 (x) = (x, y 1 (x)) and γ 2 (x) = (x, y 2 (x)) be a Puiseux parametrizations , where
→ R are convergent series with fractional exponents. Notice that if y i (x) is a finite serie, for some i, or l 1 = {(x, 0)} ∈ Z, we are done. Suppose its no so. Let Consider the possibility (1). Assume β r < α r .
• Suppose b r > 0. Notice that
sufficiently small. Then, γ ⊂ T (γ 1 , γ 2 ) and γ ∈ Z. Hence,γ is a finitely presented arc.
• Supose b r < 0. Notice, in this case, that
Consider the possibility (2). We have that
Thus, the lemma is proved.
A zone is called closed if there are two arcs belonging to it, such that the order of contact between them is equal to the size of the zone. Let Z be a closed zone. An arc γ is called generic for the zone Z if there exist two different arcs γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Z, belonging to different sides of γ such that
Let f : (R 2 , 0) → (R, 0) be a germ of a continuous subanalytic function and let γ be an arc. We denote by Z γ f the zone of the arcsγ such that γ ∈ Z γ f and ordγf = ord γ f for any arcγ ∈ Z γ f .
Remark 2.9. A arc γ is called generic with respect to f if γ is generic for the zone Z γ f .
A zone Z is called a monotonicity zone of f if for any two arcs γ 1 , γ 2 such that ord γ 1 f = ord γ 2 f and for any arc γ, belonging to the Hölder triangle, defined by γ 1 and γ 2 one has:
Let Z be a monotonicity zone of f . Let us define Q Z,f as the set of value of ord γ f for all the arcs γ ∈ Z.
Remark 2.10. For any monotonicity zone of any continuous subanalytic function f , the set
Width function
Let Z be a monotonicity zone of f . We define the width function µ, associated to the zone Z. Let q ∈ Q Z,f . Let γ ∈ Z be an arc, such that ord γ f = q. We define
Since Z is a monotonicity zone, the set of the arcsγ in Z, such that ordγf = q form a zone for any q ∈ Q Z,f . In other words, µ is well defined.
Remark 3.1. The set of monotonicity zones is semi ordered by inclusions. That is why one can consider a maximal monotonicity zone, containing an arc γ. Notice, that on a maximal monotonicity zone the function µ is well defined because the maximal monotonicity zone is a monotonicity zone.
Notice, that for a continuous subanalytic function, all the maximal monotonicity zones are closed (it follows from [2] ).
where f k is a homogeneous polynomial of degree l, we have that µ(m) = 1. Notice that all the arcs γ such that ord γ f = m are generic with respect to f . Moreover, if f is reduced, the equality µ(m) = 1 provides a subanalytic bi-Lipschitz invariance of the multiplicity m (a particular case of the theorem of Trotman and Risler (see [7] )).
Main result
Let f : (R 2 , 0) → (R, 0) be a germ of a subanalytic function.
Definition 4.1. An arc γ is called of maximal order with respect to f , if:
(1) For any arcγ such that tord(γ, γ) ≥ µ(Z γ f ) we have
(2) If tord(γ, γ) < µ(Z γ f ) we have ordγ(f ) < ord γ (f ), for allγ ⊂ Z, where Z is a maximal monotonicity zone of f containing γ.
In this case, we say that Z γ f is a zone of maximal order. Notice that a zone of maximal order is completely determined by µ(Z γ f ). On the other hand, an arc of the maximal order is not necessarily special. For instance, consider the function f (x, y) = x 8 + y 6 . The x-axes is a arc of maximal order, where Proof. Notice that the analytic functions one has the Fukuda conical structure theorem (see [5] ). It means that for sufficiently small ǫ, |f || S 1 (0,ǫ) has finitely many local maximum and minimums. On the other hand, any zone containing the arcs of the maximal order with respect to f corresponds to a local minimum of |f || S 1 (0,ǫ) . That is why the number of these zones is finite.
Theorem 4.4. Let f be a germ of a analytic function. Then, any arc γ is generic with respect to f .
Proof. By the previous remarks, there is two cases where the genericity of γ with respect to f were obtained:
Then, let 1 < µ(Z γ f ) < ∞. Using a orthogonal transformation on R 2 , we get that Z γ f is tangent to x-axes. We consider the case where γ is parametrized by γ(x) = (x,
. . , r are initial parametrizations of the branches B i . We consider the following cases: A) For all i, a i is not real ; Proof of genericity: The composition f (γ(x)) can be described as follows: 
Since a i is not real, the polynomial P l (x) = f 0 (1, b 1 + x) do not have real roots. Hence
and tord(γ, γ
, for all i, we have that P l is a monomial and the argument is the same. Then γ is generic with respect to f . B) For some l, a l is real.
Proof of genericity:
. We present the serie f • γ in the following form: We have that γ(x) = (x, b 1 x p l q l ) is the real initial parametrization of the some branch of f −1 (0). Then:
where P l (b 1 ) = f 0 (1, b 1 ). Notice that we may write:
Hence, the expression (1) is given by
.
. In order to obtain the genericity of γ, we consider the following deformation:
where
Thus, the claim 2 is proved. Now, we consider, for generic parameter s ∈ R * , the equation
It means that, for this T 0 , ord γ s,T 0 f is equal to ord γ f and then, the size of the zone Z γ f is equal to T 0 . In order to obtain the genericity of γ, it is enough to take γ
Consider the general case. By lemma 2.8, we may consider an arc γ ∈ Z γ f parametrized
, where β 1 < β 2 < . . . < β r . The parametrization satisfies the following:
We say that γ(x) is a minimal parametrization providing the order of the zone Z γ f . In this way, we get that γ(x) is a initial parametrization for some branch B i ⊂f −1 C (0), where the last exponent β r is obtained from the step r of the Newton algorithm. Recursively, we have:
The previous equation providing µ(Z γ f ) is obtained now considering γ ±s,T (x) = (x,
In the same way, we obtain that ord x f r (γ s,T (x)) = 0 depends of T as affine function for generic s. Thus, resolving the equation ord x f r (γ s,T (x)) = ord γ f , we show that the genericity property is obtained by the previous arguments.
Remark 4.5. Notice that if γ is an arc of maximal order, γ parametrize B i ∩ R 2 .
Otherwise, when the zone Z γ f do not have a maximal order, there exists s 0 such that
It means that T 0 is a next Puiseux exponent of the parametrization B i (x).
Continuity of Pizza
We are going to remind the main result of the paper [2] . Let f : R 2 , 0 → R, 0 be a germ of a continuous subanalytic function. Then there exists a partition of the germ of R 2 into Hölder triangles T i elementary (see [2] , page 3) with respect to f such that for each triangle the width function is well defined. Moreover on each T i the width function
Definition 5.1. The width function, associated to a pizza of a germ of a continuous subanalytic function is called continues if for the adjacent triangles T 1 bounded by γ 1 and γ and T 2 , bounded by γ 2 and γ (where γ is a commom boundary) we have the following:
Notice, that for a general continues subanalytic function, the width function µ is not necessarily continues. For instance, consider the function f (x, y) = min{x 2 , y 3 }. Let γ(t) = (t 3 2 , t). Then, ord γ f = 3. However, µ is not continues because µ 1 (3) = 1 and µ 2 (3) = 
It means that the values of µ(q) are equal for the two triangles, where γ is a boundary arc.
6. Positive slope Theorem 6.1. Let f : (R 2 , 0) → (R, 0) be a germ of a analytic function. Consider Z be a maximal monotonicity zone with respect to f such that Q f,Z is not a point. Then, the width function associated is a monotone increasing function.
Proof. Let Q f,Z be a segment corresponding to the maximal monotonicity zone of f . Suppose that µ(Z) = 1. Let
where f j is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j. We write f −1
, where l i is a line in C 2 . We know that µ(ord l f ) = 1, when l = l i , for all i. Since Q f,Z is not a point, there is l i ⊂ Z, for some i. Then, m = ord l f < ord l i f and 1 = µ(ord l f ) < µ(ordlf ).
Since µ is affine in Q f,Z , it is follow that µ| Q f,Z is monotone increasing. Let µ(Z) > 1.
As before, we suppose, without loss of generality, that Z is tangent to x-axes. Since Z is a maximal monotonicity zone, Q f,Z is a closed segment. Let q be the upper extremal of this segment. Consider γ be an arc with minimal parametrization γ(x) = (x, c 1 x α 1 + c 2 x α 2 + . . . + c r x αr ),
where ord γ f = q. Let T 0 = µ(Z γ f ) ∈ (α r , +∞) ∩ Q. Notice that for all T ∈ (α r , T 0 ), we have ord γ s,T f < ord γ s,T 0 f = ord γ f , where γ s,T (x) = γ(x) + (0, sx T ). Moreover, ord γ s,T f depends of T as affine function. Then µ(Z γ s,T f ) = T . Hence, ord γ s,T f < ord γ s,T 0 f ⇒ µ(Z γ s,T f ) = T < T 0 = µ(Z γ s,T 0 f ).
Thus, since µ is affine in Q f,Z , it follow that µ is a monotone increasing function. 
